Evaluation of the correlation between unilateral chewing and postural deviations
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Abstract. The objective of this study is to describe the head posture and postural deviations in individuals with unilateral chewing. The sample was composed of 31 individuals of both sexes aged between 7 and 17 years old, who presented median line deviation and predominant unilateral mastication. The evaluation was made by three professionals (a speech therapist, a physiotherapist and a dentist) through a postural exam, where the patient is placed on a symmetrograph in an erect position: the head in position of repose, eyes fixed on the horizon, arms along the body, and feet physiologically positioned. Each patient was analyzed under frontal, sagittal, and lateral planes, in search for an eventual lateral deviation of the spine. Additionally, the posture was analyzed in photographs and videos, where body movement was recorded. After clinical analyses, a segmenting radiographic study of the spinal column was conducted. Results showed a high prevalence of head rotation towards the chewing side and lateral flexion towards the opposite side. Also, forward head posture (anteroposition) and scoliotic attitude were found. The X-rays confirmed a high prevalence of scoliosis with no association to the chewing side. The data suggest that children and adolescents with unilateral mastication present some postural deviation.
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1. Introduction

The influence of stomatognathic function on body posture was first introduced by Pierre Robin in 1902 [1] when he described the Glossoptosis Syndrome, characterized by symptoms including headaches, scapular waist’s deviations, and even flat feet. Other authors investigated the relationship between occlusion and posture, starting with Dart (1946) [2] and Solow and Tallgren (1976) [3].

With evolution, the primordial changes that occurred in human morphophysiology were the horizontal flattening of the skull and a decrease in prognathism and facial divergences [4]. The Stomatognathic System (SS) is set in motion during the act of chewing that ideally occurs bilaterally and alternately [5-7]. Dry, hard, and fibrous foods cause important stimuli for the development of the SS during masticatory training, generating neural stimuli and developmental responses [6, 8].

Unilateral mastication can cause a unilateral posterior crossbite, which is a broad asymmetric malocclusion characterized by an inverse relationship between the upper and lower vestibular dental cusps in the molar and premolar regions on one side of the dental arch. Patients with unilateral posterior crossbite have altered masticatory cycles and the crossbite-side masseter is less active compared to the contralateral one [9]. Studies have related the presence of this sort of asymmetry to occlusal interference, abnormal mandible growth, and asymmetric muscle activity [10, 11]. However, other studies have reported that crossbite does not contribute to asymmetric muscle activity during functional tasks [12], nor to a preferred side of chewing [13, 14].

Unilateral chewing may be associated with body posture, especially postural control and scoliosis [15, 16], although no association has been shown between the scoliosis side and the posterior crossbite side [15]. The sensory information received by the vestibular, visual, and
proprioceptive systems modulates postural balance [17]. It has been reported that temporarily manipulated occlusion in different mandibular positions or sitting/standing positions may result in different body postures [18].

If the spine is subjected to different pressures for a prolonged period, it may affect the vertebral bodies and tends to generate deformities [19]. The part of the bone submitted to higher pressure grows less than the part under lower pressure, determining the concave and convex side of scoliosis. According to Bricot [20], there is high prevalence of scoliosis after dental malocclusions treatments.

Considering the laws of growth and development of the SS [7], this study aims to analyze the correlation between preferential chewing side and mandibular deviation, and describe the postural deviations, especially in the frontal plane, and the head position present in individuals with unilateral chewing.

2. Methods

The present descriptive exploratory study included 31 individuals with midline deviation (Fig. 1) and unilateral chewing, who sought care at the Clinical School of the Functional Orthopedics in Holistic Dentistry course of the Faculty of Health Sciences. They had not received previous speech therapy, physical therapy, orthodontic or functional orthopedic treatment of the jaws. Those with severe temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorders or spontaneous painful symptoms, absence of teeth, any type of syndrome or systemic pathology, and history of trauma in the head or spine regions were excluded. Parents and guardians signed an informed consent form and all subjects were subsequently treated in the clinic by a team consisting of physiotherapists, speech therapists and dentists.

Fig. 1. Midline deviation

Static and dynamic evaluations of the SS and the body posture of the subjects in the sample were carried out. The evaluation of the SS included morphological and functional aspects, especially mastication. A multidisciplinary team, consisting of a dentist, a speech therapist, and a physiotherapist, performed postural analysis.

To assess the SS, an instrument developed in the institution was used. This form contains data related to structural aspects, description of the malocclusion, presence or absence of pain, chewing side, presence of mandibular deviation, muscle condition and asymmetries [21]. Cheese bread (of constant brand and size) was chosen to assess masticatory function due to acceptance, texture, consistency, size and flavor. The dynamic recording was obtained with a Sony 200X Digital camcorder. The video was used to confirm the chewing side and to compare the results of static postural analyses.

Global postural assessment was performed in three different ways using an instrument developed for institutional use: by muscle chains analysis [20, 22], by evaluation of the static
posture, and analysis in photographs (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Instrument of global postural assessment

The photos were taken with the individuals standing, positioned in a standard-sized symmetrograph (98 cm wide by 286 cm high) with an exchangeable and adjustable footrest as standard, without any support, feet arranged in V, and adjusted in the demarcation in frontal, dorsal and lateral (right and left) views. They were observed at the same distance, place, and position. They were wearing light clothes (swimwear, bikini), barefoot, eyes open (looking in parallel to the ground), behind a grid panel measuring 95 mm of edge. A Pentax Zoom 90-WR camera was rotated and locked 90 degrees from the horizontal position (longitudinal to the body) and positioned at a distance of 2.60 meters from the panel on a tripod (90 cm height) regulated for each patient so that the focus of the photographic lens was centered on the region of the navel of the subject in the frontal view. All horizontal planes were leveled with a bubble level. The photos were printed in size 10×15 cm and used to confirm the postural evaluation.

Five radiographic segmented images of the cervical, dorsal, and lumbar spine were performed in the orthostatic position: in the lateral view for the cervical and thoracolumbar spine, and frontal view (anteroposterior, AP) for the cervical, dorsal and lumbar spine. The technical procedures and recordings were conducted according to the INRAD (Radiology Institute of the Hospital das Clinicas of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of São Paulo) standards: the individuals had their median sagittal plane parallel to the horizontal ceiling stand, barefoot, feet together, in their usual orthostatic body posture, and looking at the horizon. To control bias, three different physiotherapists performed the interpretation of radiography. The results were compared and only the coincident in the three analyses were considered.

The data obtained were compared and statistical analysis was performed with the Spearman’s Correlation, significance level 5 %. The Statistical Packet for Social Science (SPSS, version 10.0) software was used.
3. Results

The sample was composed by 31 children and adolescents of both sexes, being 54.84 % female \((n = 17)\) and 45.16 % male \((n = 14)\), aged between 7 and 17 years, with a mean age of 11 years. A higher frequency of preferably chewing on the right \((n = 21)\) than on the left side \((n = 10)\) was found. No significant associations were found regarding age, gender, or lateral dominance.

The side of the midline deviation was coincident with the chewing side in most subjects \((n = 30; 96.77 \%; 95 \% CI: 83.29 \% to 99.91 \%)\).

When analyzing the head position, it was observed that 93.54 \%(\(n = 29\); 95 \%CI: 78.58 \% to 99.20 \%) of the sample presented some deviations in the frontal view, isolated or combined. Lateral head flexion were found in 26 individuals \((83.87 \%; 95 \% CI: 66.27 \% to 94.55 \%)\), being 9 \((29.03 \%; 95 \% CI: 14.22 \% to 48.03 \%)\) flexed to the same side of chewing and 17 \((54.84 \%; 95 \% CI: 36.03 \% to 72.68 \%)\) flexed to the opposite side. Head rotation was observed in 23 individuals \((74.19 \%)\). A positive correlation was found between head rotation and chewing side regardless of the side. That is, unilateral chewing on the right is associated with the presence of head rotation to the same side \((r = 0.788)\). The same occurs in the case of unilateral chewing on the left \((r = 0.557)\).

The co-occurrence of flexion and rotation was observed in 19 individuals. The lateral flexion to the side of mastication (ipsilateral) was associated to a contralateral rotation. If there is a contralateral flexion, contralateral rotation does not occur.

In the lateral view, there was a high prevalence \((87.10 \%)\) of anteroposition of the head (forward head posture) in individuals with unilateral mastication \((n = 27; 95 \% CI: 70.16 \% to 96.37 \%)\) (Fig. 3).

The postural global assessment showed in the frontal view 24 \((77.42 \%)\) individuals with convexity, usually called scoliotic attitudes (Fig. 4). From those, 22 individuals presented convexity in the dorsal or lumbar regions and two presented both. Radiographic examinations, in addition to confirming the postural analyses, showed three more individuals with deviations totaling 27 \((87.10 \%)\) with some type of scoliosis (cervical-dorsal, dorsal, dorsal-lumbar or lumbar), with varying degrees of severity. There was no correlation between the preferred chewing side and the convexity side of the spinal segments (confirmed by x-ray). A correlation between lateral head flexion and dorsal-lumbar convexity was observed to the same side.

The convexity observed in the photos and in the postural analyses (sagittal view) were compatible with scoliosis found on radiography (Fig 5). The same occurred when comparing photos and the postural analysis made by the three professionals for deviations in the frontal view.
4. Discussion

Previous studies sustain that changes in body posture could interfere with mandibular positioning [23, 24] and suggest the sensory-motor system of the mandible can modulate postural control mechanisms [23]. Studies generally analyze free mandible movements and not functional ones [25]. Some are conducted during masticatory function and analyze mandibular and head movements only in the sagittal plane [26]. The present study analyzed functional movements in the frontal and sagittal planes. In lateral view (sagittal plane), a high prevalence of cervical spine rectification and anteroposition of the head was found.

Similar findings to the present study were seen in samples of individuals with or without symptoms of temporal-mandibular and/or cervical dysfunction and force unilateral mastication [24, 27]. Some studies induced healthy subjects to an unbalanced occlusion using cotton rolls or silicone unilaterally, which caused a detectable change in the distribution of pressure on feet surface while walking [28, 29].

Controversial results have been reported on possible correlations between the SS and body posture [17, 30]. A meta-analysis determined to be possible to detect a correlation between the masticatory system and postural muscle activity by electromyography [31] while another study [32] showed significant correlation between the Clarke angle (foot posture) and dental malocclusion.

The reliability of the photographic method to assess posture was demonstrated in children between 10 and 13 years of age [33] and in young adults with and without unilateral posterior crossbite [34]. In addition to evaluation by photos, the present study used dynamic recordings in video. Head movements accompany voluntary rapid mandibular movements, and the activity of
the sternocleidomastoid and mandible precedes the activity of the head [35].

In this sample there was predominance of rotation of the head to the work side and tilting to the opposite side. Neuromuscular interactions between mandible tightening and neck muscle activity were found in studies [36]. It is possible that the association of the two head movements to the same side reduces the space between the sternocleidomastoid and jaw, making chewing difficult.

In previous studies, an important relationship between lateral head tilt and unilateral chewing was found [21], which was corroborated in the examined individuals. However, it was observed that there was no relationship pattern between the sides as in other studies [34].

Considering the muscle chains [22], the descending deviations [37], and the theory of captors [20], unilateral chewing can be seen as a parafunctional habit (captor) that unbalances the SS, taking this imbalance to other sectors of the whole organism.

This study demonstrated an association between lateral deviations and unilateral mastication without a correlation with the side. Unilateral posterior crossbite was associated with static body posture, but the side of the crossbite is not related to the direction of the effect on static body posture [34]. The relationship between craniocervical orientation and occlusion force was showed in adults [38]. The use of a functional device for the treatment of scoliosis induced a significant reduction in the index of asymmetry of trunk muscles, as well as a significant increase in the contractility of the masticatory muscles [39].

Epidemiological studies estimate the prevalence of scoliosis between 2.0 % and 4.0 % in children under 16 [40, 41]. In the present study, children with unilateral chewing had a much higher prevalence. The deviations observed in postural analysis are named scoliotic attitudes (96.77 % of the sample). When confirmed by radiographic examinations, scoliosis can be considered if any vertebra is rotated, as occurred in 87.10 % of the sample.

An important finding was a correspondence between the chewing side and the deviation of the mandibular midline in almost all individuals, which corroborates the statements of Planas [7].

5. Conclusions

In unilateral mastication cases, the preferred side of work occurs on the same side as the midline deviation. The assessment of the midline could be a good way to identify alterations in the masticatory function, and, when a deviation is found, this may be indicative of unilateral mastication.

Children and adolescents up to 17 years old with unilateral chewing present some postural deviations, with anteroposition of the head and frequent scoliosis. The high prevalence of scoliosis in various degrees and segments may be indicative of the relationship between posture and the SS, which needs to be further investigated with more in-depth studies and a control group.
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